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INRIA-Illinois Joint-Laboratory
• Google “joint-lab”  first link
–
–
–
–

Between INRIA and UIUC
In the context of Blue Waters
From 2009 and for 5 years
2 co-executive directors: Marc Snir
(UIUC) and Franck Cappello (INRIA)
– 3 types of activities: workshops, visits,
missions + Collaborations: FR, EU, US, ASIA
– Research topics: Parallel programming, runtime, management software,
numerical libraries, fault tolerance, files system and archive, etc.
– Several achievements: ACM student award 2010, “Perfect Score Paper” at
SC11, ~30 joint publications, G8 ECS, 45 visits in 2 years 1/2,
Tornado simulation

3D-FFT

New fault tolerance approaches

Summary
•Fault tolerance for message passing HPC applications
•Exploring and exploiting application fundamental properties
to improve fault tolerance protocols
•Analyzing system notifications to improve fault tolerance
•Conclusion
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Current situation
Fault Model and Approach for HPC
Types of faults:
• Power outage
G. Gibson
• Hard errors (broken component: memory,
network, core, disk, etc.)
• Detected soft errors (bit flip in memory,
logic, bus)
• OS error (buffer overrun, deadlock, etc.)
• System Software error (service malfunction, time-out)
• Application bugs
• Administrator error (Human)
• User errors (Human)
Classes of faults:
• Detected and corrected (by ECC, Replication, Re-execution)
• Detected and uncorrectable (leading to application crash: fail stop)
• Undetected (leading to data corruption, application hang, etc.)

Current situation
Fault Model and Approach for HPC
Types of faults:
• Power outage
G. Gibson
• Hard errors (broken component: memory,
network, core, disk, etc.)
• Detected soft errors (bit flip in memory,
To tolerate
these faults current systems essentially follow
logic, bus)
masking
approach:
• OS error
(buffer overrun, deadlock, etc.)
-Checkpoint-restart
forerror
process
failure
(errors thattime-out)
eventually lead to
• System Software
(service
malfunction,
application
crash)
• Application
bugs
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• Administrator error (Human)
• User errors (Human)
Classes of faults:
• Detected and corrected (by ECC, Replication, Re-execution)
• Detected and uncorrectable (leading to application crash: fail stop)
• Undetected (leading to data corruption, application hang, etc.)
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Alternatives,
and main issues of ckpt/rst
Alternatives approach:
•Applications may tolerate errors and failures to some extend
•Algorithmic techniques like ABFT can help making algorithms
more robust.
•How to efficiently mix the different approaches (ex: ckpt and
ABFT) efficiently is not know
The last resort will be checkpoint/restart
•Checkpoint coordination is not really a problem:
Specific network to broadcast the checkpoint orders
Time based coordinated checkpointing in large machines
Main issues of checkpoint-restart:
•Checkpoint are saved on file systems through the I/O nodes
•All processes are restarted even if only one fails
•In case of failure, hours of execution can be lost: checkpoint are
taken based on MTBF and not just before the failures!

Exascale Resilience: IESP roadmap
Terms:

Short

Medium

Fault oblivious
Repair
Applications
Confinement Avoidance

Fault Repair

Long

Extend applicability of Rollback-Recovery
Fault avoidance and fault oblivious software
System level fault-tolerance
-prediction for time optimal
checkpointing and migration

Application should
dynamically handle
errors

-Standard RAS collection
and analysis (root cause)
-Situational awareness
-H&S Integration

-Ckpt. caching (NAND)
-New FT protocols

Error and fault
confinement
Local recovery
TMR (cores)

10 Peta
2010

2011

2012

-Ckpt caching (NV mem.)
-Language/runtime support &
paradigm for Resilience

Fault aware system software
Consistence across layers
Apps. Sys soft. Interactions

100 Peta
2013

2014

2015

2016

1 Exa
2017

2018

2019

Net Throughput

Fault oblivious
system software
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Current Assumptions on Applications
Fault Tolerance Protocols:
-Capture the state of the execution and control
the recovery to ensure that the execution
after a partial or global restart is correct

p1

m1
m2

p2
p3

m3

The current approach uses coordinated checkpointing
It corresponds to the most generic assumptions on applications:
1) Applications may use any computation model: BSP, SPMD, Dataflow
Graph, bag of tasks
2) Applications have non deterministic communication patterns
3) Applications may present any communication patterns

EPFL

4) Communications and computation may be mixed in an arbitrary way
 Many of these assumptions are too generic for HPC applications
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Background
On fault tolerant protocols
System model:
-Fail-stop model
-A set of communicating processes
-FIFO and reliable communication channels
-Asynchronous network (no global clock)
-No I/O (for simplicity)

p1

m1
m2

p2
p3

m3

Main problem to address when designing fault tolerance protocols:
• Make sure that the execution after restart is correct: corresponds to
one of the possible executions of the program (specification of prog.)
• No orphan condition (for messages)
 No processes involved in the execution should have a state
depending on a message that may not be replayed in case of restart.
 Such situation is acceptable if you have a guarantee that the
message will be preplayed the same way
 Determinism plays an important role in the definition of FT protocols.

m4

Main tolerant protocols & determinism
Main families of fault tolerant
protocols

p1

m1
m2

p2
Uncoordinated checkpointing:
no hypothesis on determinism
m3
p3
no record of non deterministic events
•In case of failure, find a consistent recovery line (that has no orphan).
•Risk of domino effect: restart from the beginning

Coordinated checkpointing: no hypothesis on determinism
no record of non deterministic events
•Avoid the creation of orphan by forcing a consistent recovery line that
has no orphan and by restarting all processes
Uncoordinated checkpointing with message logging: piecewise determinism
record of non deterministic events: message receptions
•All messages content and determinant (emission/reception orders) are
recorded. In case of crash, logged messages will be replayed identically
•Only the failed process restarts but need to log all messages
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Main tolerant protocols & determinism
Main families of fault tolerant
protocols

p1

m1
m2

p2
Uncoordinated
checkpointing:
All these protocols have severe constraints
no hypothesis on determinism
m3
p3
no record of non deterministic events
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fora a
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•InWe
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line (that
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-With
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-No need to restart all processes (restart only a small %)
Coordinated
checkpointing:
hypothesis(log
on determinism
-No need
to log allno
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only a small %)

no record of non deterministic events
•Avoid the creation of orphan by forcing a consistent recovery line that
Let’s
see what
kind
of determinism
we have in messages
has
no orphan
and by
restarting
all processes

passing HPC applications

Uncoordinated checkpointing with message logging: piecewise determinism
record of non deterministic events: message receptions
•All messages content and determinant (emission/reception orders) are
recorded. In case of crash, logged messages will be replayed identically
•Only the failed process restarts but need to log all messages

m4

Analyzing Fundamental Properties
of HPC Applications
Determinism of application communication patterns (26 apps.)
INRIA-Illinois Joint lab: [ICCN2010]
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Analyzing Fundamental Properties
of HPC Applications
Send determinism (INRIA-Illinois Joint lab: [ICCN2010])
Sender rank (defined)
Receiver rank (defined)

Sender rank (undefined)

Receiver rank (defined)

For a given set of input parameters, the sequence of messages sent by
each process is always the same, in correct exec.

Analyzing Fundamental Properties
of HPC Applications
Determinism of application communication patterns
INRIA-Illinois Joint lab: [ICCN2010]
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Leveraging HPC Application properties
 New fault tolerance protocols
•A first protocol INRIA-Illinois Joint lab: [IPDPS2011]
For Send-deterministic and Deterministic applications
•Uncoordinated checkpointing
•No risk of inconsistency
(Send-Determinism)
•Partial Message logging
•Partial reexecution
•No Domino effect
Myrinet 10G:
•Negligible
impact on
latency
•Memory copy
for logged
messages
 ½ bandwidth
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Leveraging HPC Application properties
 New fault tolerance protocols
•A first protocol INRIA-Illinois Joint lab: [IPDPS2011]
•Uncoordinated checkpointing + Partial Message logging+ Partial
reexecution+ No Domino effect

Experiment with uncoordinated checkpoints and random checkpoint time
for each process:
small number of messages need to be logged.
But for all experiments, all processes need to roll back in case of failure

Leveraging HPC Application properties
 New fault tolerance protocols
•A first protocol INRIA-Illinois Joint lab: [IPDPS2011]
•Uncoordinated checkpointing + Partial Message logging+ Partial
reexecution+ No Domino effect

Advantage compared to existing message logging
protocols:
•No need to store message determinants!
•Log only a small % of messages

Drawback:
•May require all processes to restart (1/2 with clustering)
•May require global coordination during recovery
(phase)
Experiment
with satisfactory
uncoordinated checkpoints and random checkpoint time
 not fully
for each process:
small number of messages need to be logged.
But for all experiments, all processes need to roll back in case of failure

Analyzing Fundamental Properties
of HPC Applications
Communication spatial locality in HPC applications:
INRIA-Illinois Joint lab: [Europar2011]

MPI collectives

GTC communications

We observe in HPC applications that:
-A process communicates with a small subset of processes
-Communication patterns are highly symmetric
 Communication patterns tends to form clusters naturally
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Hybrid fault tolerant protocols
This “natural” clustering property can be used to optimize performance
But it could also be used for designing new hybrid fault tolerance
protocols  coordinated ckpt. Inside clusters and message log. between
logged
logged

logged

Classic hybrid fault tolerance protocols need:
• to record the all the intra cluster message determinant
• force the replay of the intra cluster messages during recovery
 The send determinism property allows relaxing these constaints
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Hybrid fault tolerant protocols
This “natural” clustering property can be used to optimize performance
But it could also be used for designing new hybrid fault tolerance
protocols  coordinated ckpt. Inside clusters and message log. between
logged
logged
For such hybrid fault tolerant protocols, we want
to:
•Maximizing the number of clusters (minimize the number of
processes inside each cluster)
logged of messages to log).
•Minimizing inter-cluster messages (the number

Classic hybrid fault tolerance protocols need:
• to record the all the intra cluster message determinant
• force the replay of the intra cluster messages during recovery
 The send determinism property allows relaxing these constaints
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Process clustering: automatic formation of
communication clusters
Automatic cluster formation is a NP complete graph partitioning
problem INRIA-Illinois Joint lab: [Europar2011]
One can use existing graph partitioning tools (MeTiS, Scotch, etc.)
They take the number of clusters to form as a parameter.
In our case, the number of clusters is a result
To address this problem, we adapted the bisection algorithm
The cost function is mixing the costs of rollback and message logging

•Most application can be clustered
•Cluster are balanced in size
•Some apps like LU achieve outstanding results (<10% roolback and logging)
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Process clustering: automatic formation of
communication clusters
Automatic cluster formation is a NP complete graph partitioning
problem INRIA-Illinois Joint lab: [Europar2011]
One can use existing graph partitioning tools (MeTiS, Scotch, etc.)
They take the number of clusters to form as a parameter.
In our case, the number of clusters is a result
To address this problem, we adapted the bisection algorithm
The cost function is mixing the costs of rollback and message logging

•Most application can be clustered
•Cluster are balanced in size
•Some apps like LU achieve outstanding results (<10% roolback and logging)

Leveraging HPC Application properties
 New fault tolerance protocols
•A second protocol INRIA-Illinois Joint lab: [IPDPS2012]
For Send-deterministic and Deterministic
applications
•Hybrid protocol:
Coordinated checkpointing inside clusters
+message logging between clusters
•No risk of inconsistency (send-determinism)
•Partial Message logging
•Content logging required
for inter cluster messages
(volatile memory OK)
•Keep a table of “orphans” on
receiver side for filtering and
managing causalities at restart:
to avoid confusion (m2§m8 on P3)
•Partial reexecution
•No Domino effect
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Leveraging HPC Application properties
 New fault tolerance protocols
•A second protocol INRIA-Illinois Joint lab: [IPDPS2012]
•Hybrid protocol: Coordinated checkpointing inside clusters
+message logging between clusters
Message logging without determinant

<1%
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Leveraging HPC Application properties
 New fault tolerance protocols
•A second protocol INRIA-Illinois Joint lab: [IPDPS2012]
•Hybrid protocol: Coordinated checkpointing inside clusters
+message
logging
betweento
clusters
Advantage
compared
flat protocols:

•Does not require to restart all processes
logging
without determinant
•Coordination is Message
confined
inside
cluster
•Does not need to log all messages

<1% to existing hybrid protocols (sendAdvantage compared
determinism):
•Correct!
•Does not require to log determinant of intra cluster
messages on stable storage
However, recovery needs coordination and cannot be
fully decentralized.
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Analyzing Fundamental Properties
of HPC Applications
Alternation of computation and communication
phases
Application code
Computation block
Communication section
Loop

Computation block
Communication section

Potential
Overlap

Computation block
Communication section
The separation between communication patterns could be explicit
(barrier between communication patterns) or implicit (local wait at the
end of a communication pattern)
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Analyzing Fundamental Properties
of HPC Applications
Alternation of computation and communication
phases
CG64

Application code
Computation block
Communication section

LU64

Loop

Computation block
Communication section

Potential
Overlap

Computation block
Communication section
The separation between communication patterns could be explicit
(barrier between communication patterns) or implicit (local wait at the
end of a communication pattern)
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Notion of communication determinism
Recovery is complex for both new protocols because we
need to avoid confusion between comm. sections.

CG64
Restarting
process
Confusion

m
Recovery line

m’

Non restarting processes
(m and m’ are logged)

To avoid confusion, application processes would need to feature the senddeterminism property during fault free execution AND recovery
However this is not the case « naturally »  Codes need to be adapted

Example of confusion
Here is a sequence of 2 confusing patterns
Process n

Process m

for(i=0; i<nb; i++) {!
for(i=0; i<nb; i++) {!
MPI_Irecv(T[i],…,ANY_SOURCE,…);!
MPI_Irecv(T[i],…,ANY_SOURCE,…);!
/* where source is unknown*/!
/* where source is unknown*/!
Logged
m
e
ssageMPI_Isend(x, ..., i, ...);!
MPI_Isend(x, ..., i, ...);!
/* where i is the destination */!
/* where i is the destination */!
}!
}!
MPI_WaitAll(...);!
MPI_WaitAll(...);!
Sort(T);!
Sort(T);!
. . .!
. . .!

Correct matching

for(i=0; i<nb; i++) {!
for(i=0; i<nb; i++) {!
MPI_Irecv(T[i],…,ANY_SOURCE,…);!
MPI_Irecv(T[i],…,ANY_SOURCE,…);!
L
/* where source is unknown*/!ogged mes
/* where source is unknown*/!
sa g e
MPI_Isend(x, ..., i, ...);!
MPI_Isend(x, ..., i, ...);!
/* where i is the destination */!
/* where i is the destination */!
}!
}!
MPI_WaitAll(...);!
MPI_WaitAll(...);!
Sort(T);!
Sort(T);!

Example of confusion
Here is a sequence of 2 confusing patterns
Restarting process

Non restarting process

for(i=0; i<nb; i++) {!
for(i=0; i<nb; i++) {!
MPI_Irecv(T[i],…,ANY_SOURCE,…);!
MPI_Irecv(T[i],…,ANY_SOURCE,…);!
Logged
/* where source is unknown*/!
/* where source is unknown*/!
messag
MPI_Isend(x, ..., i, ...);!
MPI_Isend(x, ..., i, ...);!
e
/* where i is the destination */!
/* where i is the destination */!
}!
}!
MPI_WaitAll(...);!
MPI_WaitAll(...);!
Sort(T);!
Sort(T);!
. . .!
. . .!

Wrong Matching

for(i=0; i<nb; i++) {!
MPI_Irecv(T[i],…,ANY_SOURCE,…);!
/* where source is unknown*/!
MPI_Isend(x, ..., i, ...);!
/* where i is the destination */!
}!
MPI_WaitAll(...);!
Sort(T);!

for(i=0; i<nb; i++) {!
MPI_Irecv(T[i],…,ANY_SOURCE,…);!
/* where source is unknown*/!
MPI_Isend(x, ..., i, ...);!
/* where i is the destination */!
}!
MPI_WaitAll(...);!
Sort(T);!

Code adaptation to avoid confusion
Differentiate the two communication patterns
Restarting process

Non restarting process

for(i=0; i<nb; i++) {!
for(i=0; i<nb; i++) {!
MPI_Irecv(T[i],…,ANY_SOURCE,TAGi);! MPI_Irecv(T[i],…,ANY_SOURCE,TAGi);!
/* where source is unknown*/!
/* where source is unknown*/!
MPI_Isend(x, ..., i, TAGi);!
MPI_Isend(x, ..., i, TAGi);!
/* where Advantage
i is the destination
*/!to existing
/* whereprotocols
i is the destination
compared
for send- */!
}!
}!
deterministic
applications:
MPI_WaitAll(...);!
MPI_WaitAll(...);!
Sort(T);!
Sort(T);!
•No need to manage causalities
…!
…!
•
Much
simpler
and
fully
distributed
recovery process
. . .!
. . .!
for(i=0; i<nb; i++) {!
for(i=0; i<nb; i++) {!
MPI_Irecv(T[i],…,ANY_SOURCE,TAGk);! MPI_Irecv(T[i],…,ANY_SOURCE,TAGk);!
/* where Drawback:
source is unknown*/!
/* where source is unknown*/!
MPI_Isend(x,
..., i,must
TAGk);!
MPI_Isend(x,
..., i, TAGk);!
Developers
adapt application
codes
/* where i is the destination */!
/* where i is the destination */!
}!
}!
MPI_WaitAll(...);!
MPI_WaitAll(...);!
Sort(T);!
Sort(T);!

No confusion even during partial restart: keep send determinism

Wrapping up part 1
We have presented 3 fundamental properties of message passing HPC
applications
1) Determinism of communications
-allows avoiding the determinant storage overhead
2) Spatial locality of communication patterns
-allows process clustering, partial restart and partial message logging
(content)
3) Separated communication patterns
-allows fully distributed restart (requires code adaptation)
 New FT protocols: no determinant storage, no domino effect, partial
restart, partial message logging and fully distributed restart
36

Summary
•Fault tolerance for message passing HPC applications
•Exploring and exploiting application fundamental properties
to improve fault tolerance protocols
•Analyzing system notifications to improve fault
tolerance
•Conclusion
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Event Log analysis:
Using Signal analysis Approach
HPC system generates a lot of events about hardware conditions,
software activities, etc.
Examples:

Time stamp

Location

These events are stored in log files.
We can analyze log files for:
• Optimal checkpoint interval computation
• Detection of abnormal behaviors, Root cause analysis, Event prediction
Predict errors would allow proactive checkpointing, migration
The general approach for event log analysis is to use data mining
algorithms to group events of same type, extract event correlations
First step is event Clustering

Clustering events (divide events in groups)
HELO: Hierarchical Event Log Organizer [Europar2011]
•HELO: unsupervised clustering leveraging semantic aspects of event logs
•Events of the same type have the same line format (length may differ)
•HELO also generates templates for event groups that would be used for
event correlation analysis
Example of event: [2008-07-08 02:32:47][c1-0c1s5n0] 157 CMC Errors

Recursive split:

Example of Template : node card * check: missing * node

Pre: among the generated clusters, what is the proportion of the ones that a sys admin
would generate (correctness)
Rec: among all the clusters that a sys admin would generate, what is the proportion of
clusters that HELO generates (completeness)

Loghound, SLCT (Apriori), IPMLoM (3 phases), MTE (const. + Variables)

Optimal checkpoint interval
Per component approach [SC2011]
•State of the practice: All syst. components + Exponential dist.  Young form.
•However, applications may not use all components of the system
•We made a per component failure characterization using HELO on Mercury
AND computed the check. interval based on components actually used
The main conclusions from the Mercury log analysus are:
1) Best fitting distributions is not exp. (except. for full small executions)
2) We can reduce the checkpoint frequency (overhead) by computing
the checkpoint interval from the used components
Optimal TC Checkpoint Intervals (hours)

Mostly CPU+Mem

Mostly CPU+Mem+disc

Factor of ~5 (when k~1: Exponential)

Factor of ~4

Event prediction
Dynamic Time Window [SLAMS2011]
Event prediction is based on association rules extracted from event logs
called chains or sequences:
Probability of B after A
Average time invertal between A and B

To predict, we first need to learn association rules offline (training
period) and then observe the system online (and follow chains when
they appear)
Update chains if needed
(system configuration changes)
Cluster events
Event
observation

Filter redundant
Events (temporal
And spatial)

Construct chains
Keep only
consistant chains

Adaptive event prediction
Dynamic Time Window [SLAMS2011]

Precision: percentage of correctly predicted events over all predicted events
Recall: percentage of predicted events over all events
Precision is ok,Recall

is not

Using signal analysis for log analysis
[IPDPS2012]

Any signal variation would reflects a
deviation from normality seen as a
potential precursor of failure
Signals extraction:
• Select a group of events
• Use a sampling rate (different for
each group of events)
• Map number of events for each sample
Time series for each event group
 Interpreted as Signals:
• Frequency
• Intensity

Silent signal (characteristic
of error event. Ex: PBS
errors)

Noise signal (typically
Warning messages:
Memory errors corrected
by ECC)

Periodic signals
(daemons, monitoring)

Signals analysis workflow
Start by considering the signal as periodic
1) Establish the best sampling rate: Nyquist Theorem
-start with a low sampling rate (min time between 2 occurrences of the event
type) and increase the rate until it exceeds the minimum time lag between two
events of same type OR a periodic signal if found

For each tested sampling rate:
Determine if the extracted signal is periodic: auto-correlation function
Compute the similarity between a signal and itself for different time lag: if
similarity over a threshold, signal is periodic
Non periodic
(noise): (correlated with
It self only at the 0 time lag)

Periodic
(correlated with
It self at different
time lags)

Auto-correlation diagrams
2) If periodic, Compute the power spectrum of the signal from FFT
-Filter the signal to remove noise (to keep the strongest harmonics)

Signals analysis workflow
2) If not periodic, treat the signal as noise or silent
-Use a fixed sampling rate (10s): Since no period found, we need to use sampling
rate tractable by the following signal analysis tools (size should allow fast
analysis)

3) Classify signal as noise or silent based on the majority behavior
-Silent signal is “silent” for the majority of the sampling interval. Noise is opposite.

Anomaly Detection
Basically we want to detect changes in the structure of the “normal” signal
Change of frequency or intensity could indicate an anomaly
For the 3 kinds of signals, we observe that changes are either a decreasing
time interval between events or a drop to 0 intensity (no reduction of time
interval).
Detect changes in frequency at
which the system generates events:

Observation

After moving
After subtracting
Average (30 minutes) Normal signal

-use the moving average technique
(replace each value with an average of
neighboring values: highlight high rates)
-filter the resulting signal to remove the
normal behavior

Detect changes in intensity (changes in
the total number of events generated by
the system per time unit):
-2 filters (to enhance differences between
outliers and and normal signal)

Observation

Enhancing highs

Event correlation
We want to detect correlations between anomalies (not raw signals):
-use cross correlation functions
on processed signals
(measure of similarity of two
waveforms as a function of a
time-lag applied to one of them.)

On raw signals, almost no correlation found:
-normal behavior of the signals may be different (similarities are masked)
-cross correlation function is not associative (so order matters and there
are too may combinations)

The signal processing techniques previously presented, allow
focusing on anomaly correlations

Failure prediction
More complex than event predictions (predict problems not normal events)
We use 1/10 of the LANL log for training and prediction is done on the rest
We compare the anomaly prediction from event log with the actual failures
log (LANL only because there is a failures log in addition to an event log)
Distribution of failure
types in LANL logs
Prediction methodology
Online
Offline

Prediction results
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Performance Modeling
In presence of failure

•Conclusion

Correlation analysis
for root cause and prediction

Optimal checkpoint
interval
Fault tolerant protocols

Fault model

API for application
level checkpointing

Sys Admin
failure categorization
Even classifier
Fault understanding
and proactive fault avoidance

Collection of
Event logs
(NCSA, TACC,
Usenix, etc.)

Multilevel checkpoint
restart
Low overhead
reactive fault tolerance
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Wrapping-up
What you may want to take home from this talk:
1) HPC applications have some nice properties that can be
exploited to improve FT techniques:
-We believe that there is more to come
-Other application domains may benefit of fundamental
application property analysis to improve FT techniques
2) Large systems are generating event notifications that can
be used to improve FT techniques:
-Checkpoint intervals should consider the actual resources
used by the execution (like for reduction of energy
consumption)
-We can try to predict failures and take proactive actions
(but still need significant improvement)

Building a Resilience ecosystem
A holistic approach
Performance Modeling
In presence of failure
Correlation analysis
for root cause and prediction

Optimal checkpoint
interval
Fault tolerant protocols

Fault model

API for application
level checkpointing

Sys Admin
failure categorization
Even classifier
Fault understanding
and proactive fault avoidance

Collection of
Event logs
(NCSA, TACC,
Usenix, etc.)

Multilevel checkpoint
restart
Low overhead
reactive fault tolerance

• Google “joint-lab”
– Between INRIA and UIUC
– In the context of Blue Waters
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